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SCHŒNEGARTEN Kurfuerstenstrasse, Berlin 

New construction of 14 storey apartment buildings with retail zone 

Kurfuerstenstrasse 41-44, 10785 Berlin  

Client: Kurfuerstenstrasse 41-44 Grundstuecks GmbH c/o LAGRANDE Group GmbH, Berlin 

GFA: 23,560 m²  

Completion: 2022 

Service stages: 1-3 (incl. lead details), 4, façade planning/lead details, artistic superintendence  

 

Architect: Sergei Tchoban 

Project partners: Stephan Lohre, Karsten Waldschmidt 

Project manager: Stephan Lohre, Stephan Luda-Scharping 

Employees: Lev Chestakov, René Hoch, Valeria Kashirina, Eimear O'Gorman, Grzegorz Pawlak, Stefan 

Petro, Katja Redmann 

 

Site management service stages 6-8: KRAMER + KRAMER Bau- und Projektmanagement GmbH a subsidiary of 

HOWOGE, Berlin  

Architects service stage 5: Bollinger + Fehlig Architekten GmbH BDA, Berlin 

Project management: Intertec, Berlin  

Structural engineering: Weiske + Partner, Stuttgart/Berlin 

Building equipment: Planteam Schwarz, Berlin  

Landscaping: KuBuS Landscape Architecture, Berlin 

Interior: ST Design, Berlin (today Design Alchemists, Berlin) 

Extended shell: Mastiok Baugesellschaft mbH, Berlin 

Roofers / roof plumbers: Mastiok Baugesellschaft mbH, Berlin 

Precast concrete facade: GBJ - Geithner Betonmanufaktur Joachimsthal GmbH, Ziethen  

Wooden windows: Helm Tischlerei und Fensterbau GmbH, Fuerstenberg/Havel 

Clinker facade: Drantmann Klinker - Bau GmbH & Co. KG, Berlin 

Facade thermal insulation composite system: Maler CAD eG, Woltersdorf 

Metal construction: Railing / Privacy protection: Metallbau Ullrich GmbH, Forst 

Metal construction facade (ground floor): Metallbau Senkbeil GmbH, Ganzlin 

Window staggered floor: Metallbau Senkbeil GmbH, Ganzlin 

Photographer: Klemens Renner, Ilya Ivanov 

The newly created residential ensemble on Kurfuerstenstrasse and Genthiner Strasse blends 

harmoniously into the lively district in the direct vicinity of City West. Concisely described in the project 

name as the interface between the Schoeneberg and Tiergarten districts, the building project on a plot of 

land measuring almost 7,200 square metres closes the existing perimeter block development and thus a 

gap that has existed for decades. The naturally grown city block will be redefined with the new project in 

the tradition of the European City. Nollendorfplatz can be reached on foot from here, and the 

Kurfuerstendamm shopping mile is just a short underground train ride away. A good connection also 

makes it easy to reach other destinations throughout Berlin.    

The basic layout of the ensemble of a total of 14 seamlessly connected buildings forms a P with a closed 

inner courtyard. Six full storeys each support a staggered storey. The diverse urban flair is reflected in the 

exterior of the complex. The predominantly glazed, commercially used ground floors integrate the row 

with an inviting front into the street space. While the structure of the upper floors is emphasised vertically 

throughout, each house stands out with its own design and individual details, such as its own surface 

material, its different finishes or the design of the balconies.  

Architectural concrete and masonry are the basic materials for the façade design and are executed 

differently depending on the building. The rough structures of a concrete-wood formwork alternate with 

smooth exposed concrete and finely sanded travertine optics. The clinker cladding, in turn, is available in 

different colour and pattern variations. The design variety of the facades blends harmoniously into the 

street scene. The choice of individual materials for the multi-faceted facades is a reference to Berlin's 

architectural heritage: bricks, masonry in colour and pattern variations refer to church and industrial 
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buildings, fluted plaster to the Wilhelminian period, exposed concrete and glass speak the language of 

today's Berlin. The plastered facades in the inner courtyard show a similar design with colours and 

surfaces as the street facades.  

Window flaps and blind window fields are additionally emphasized and loosened up by recesses, 

corrugations or colour accents. The vivid façade image is intensified with different designs of balconies. 

Glass balustrades are used to match concrete surfaces, individual metal railings are provided for masonry 

facades.  

A total of 182 apartments will be created here, and there are 86 parking spaces in the shared 

underground car park. The size of the one- to two-room apartments ranges from 46 to 146 square 

meters. To the north and east, the ground floor apartments will have terraced areas with small front 

gardens of shrubs and trees and play areas. 

The project is a KfW Efficiency House 55.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


